Install cb radio in car

Installing your CB radio correctly isn't difficult, and a job worth doing is worth doing well! So
get ready to enjoy the wonderful world of free communication in this super simple instructable!
With experience and in time, you'll start refining your setup. For now, these are just instructions
on How To Correctly Install what you've got. Mount in a place where you can clearly see what
channel you're on, and you can comfortably reach the unit. From the driver seat tho this picture
was taken from the passenger's POV , this spot is ideal for me. And mount the spring onto the
magnet mount. Connect the ground wire to anything metal -if you have one. Note: My Tri-Mag
antenna mount is already prewired with a Coax cable. After connecting the antenna to the
Spring, and the spring onto the mount, I just put the mount where the signal wouldn't be
blocked or interrupted. The Coax should be routed from the antenna to the radio with as little
'kinks' as possible. Now it's time to connect to the power supply! Remove any necessary panels
to get to the back of your lighter plug. This clip makes a clean connection with the radio and the
12V DC line. Now, find any metal screw attached to your car's metal body panel, and crimp the
end of the BLACK- wire onto that bolt. Your radio is now ready to go! Reply 5 months ago. I
mean, the guy who owns black rifle coffee co. However, keep in mind that if you use the
cigarette lighter to power other devices, it may overload the current and blow the fuse. You can
run it directly to an empty 5 amp slot in your fuse box to avoid the potential overload or directly
to the battery. If you connect directly to the battery, be sure to turn your CB off when you exit
your vehicle so you don't end up with a dead battery. As far as grounding, a screw to the metal
framework is fine as the frame of the vehicle is grounded to the negative post of the battery.
Reply 4 years ago. On most modern vehicles the 12V acc plug cig lighter wiring is not enough to
handle the amperage of a CB radio wile transmitting. RX listening only it would be ok, but to
transmit I wouldn't use and wire less then 18ga approx 10Amps. Reply 5 years ago on
Introduction. Reply 6 years ago on Introduction. Abax Thanks for the feedback! I had hoped
someone would ask about tuning. To be honest, my antenna was registering long. I used a
basic Firestik I forget the model , but was bored and tried a mobile TV antenna for the heck of it.
SWR showed good readings! I've been told the signal sounds clean from my end I'll get right to
it once I'm able to gain access to one -otherwise, I wouldn't mind learning from more
experienced CBers out there or even on skip! Not a bad instruction, but I see no mention of
Antenna Tuning. Without a proper tuning you will not get optimum range. More by the author:.
About: Hi : Thank you, humbly for taking the time to explore my projects. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! ConnorH19 5 years ago. Reply Upvote. Happy Chicken: Yes.
Caveat: try and use a matching gauge, and keep the connectors clean. Hillbillyjoe plaughlin1
Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. Hillbillyjoe 5 years ago on Introduction. Abax 7 years ago on
Introduction. A CB radio is a very handy tool for two-way communication over short distances.
While many people set up their radio in their house, it is much more convenient to set up the
radio in your car. This will allow you to be able to communicate with many different people in
many different areas, and it might even come very handy in any case of emergency. So if you
want to cash in on this advantage and set up your CB radio in your car, you have come to the
right place. Because we are going to show you the ways through which you can set up your CB
radio in your car. Before we move on to the procedure, you need to make sure you have all the
necessary materials needed for setting up the radio. Pay attention to the steps and choose the
specifications mentioned in them according to your preferences. Now that we know all the
necessary hardware required for the setup, it is time to move on to the actual setup. First of all,
you have to find a good place to mount the radio. Realistically, there are multiple places where
you can mount your radio, and it all depends on your convenience. But we would recommend
placing the radio somewhere where it is easy to reach. So your best option would be to place it
on the dashboard. Now that you have decided where you want to place the radio, it is time to
learn how to do it. We are going to show you two different methods of mounting your radio. You
need to decide which one is more applicable to you, depending on your vehicle and its
dashboard. This is the most common CB radio set up. Here you can connect your single din CB
radio and your car radio in a double din set up. For this, it is better to keep a separate double
din installation kit, but you can work with any normal installation kit as well. Follow the
directions given below. First of all, test fit the adapter plates in the dashboard and determine
how much of it needs to trimmed. Then trim the adapter plate depending on the shape and size
of your dashboard. After that, mount your radio in the dashboard. And that is how you mount
the radio in a double din set up. This type of set up is quite uncommon, but handy nonetheless.
The reason this is uncommon is that it doesn't work on every radio. In fact, it only works on one
particular type, and that is the all-in-one mini CB radio. All you need for this type of set up is the
radio, an antenna, and some cables to connect the two. This is perfect for vehicles with a more
modern dashboard where the double din mount either doesn't work or is very difficult to set up.
So, if by any chance you haven't purchased a radio yet, while you are reading the article, you

might want to reconsider your options and get an all-in-one type of radio instead. It will save
you a ton of hassle and time. Now that you know how to mount the radio, you can move on to
the next step, which is, setting up the antenna. This part can actually be considered to be even
more crucial than the previous one. Because the overall quality of the sound you receive
depends on your antenna and how it has been set up. We will show you three different ways in
which you can set up your antenna and tell you the pros and cons of each. These types of
mounts are more common in mid-size trucks. For mounts like these, it is better to use a 9-foot
steel antenna in the bumper of your vehicle. These types of mount are more common in sedans.
This requires a inch antenna, which is mounted with the help of a magnet on the trunk of your
car. This type of mount is the most common setup and can be used in almost all vehicles. Like
the trunk mount, a inch antenna is used which is mounted with the help of a magnet on the
center of the roof of your vehicle. Lastly, you have to connect your radio and the antenna with
the help of a coax cable, and then you are good to go. And that is all the ways in which you can
set up a CB radio in your vehicle. Choose any of the setup systems mentioned above by
considering your ideal requirements and reap the full advantage of having a CB radio set up in
your vehicle. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Easiest Guide For Newbies. Required Materials Before we move on to the procedure, you need
to make sure you have all the necessary materials needed for setting up the radio. The materials
you will need are:. Step 2: Set It up Properly Now that you have decided where you want to
place the radio, it is time to learn how to do it. Step 3: Mount the Antenna Now that you know
how to mount the radio, you can move on to the next step, which is, setting up the antenna. The
Bumper Mount Way These types of mounts are more common in mid-size trucks. Pros Even
though the 9-foot steel antenna looks very ugly, it works the best as it is a quarter-wave
antenna. So the sound quality will be best if you use this antenna. In any different setup, a
9-inch steel antenna can't be used directly, and a loading coil is needed. This deteriorates the
sound quality of your radio. It also allows a direct connection through the metal of your bumper.
Cons In this setup, the antenna is situated very low. For this reason, the radiation may be
lopsided and uneven. To set up this antenna, you have to make a hole in your bumper. So if you
are someone who likes to protect the integrity of your car design, then this might not be for you.
Not very convenient for most vehicles. The Trunk Mount Way These types of mount are more
common in sedans. Pros This type of set up is more convenient than a bumper mount. This
uses a magnet mount, so you do not have to drill any holes in your vehicle. Cons Like the
bumper set up, it is also placed very low, and thus, it results in lopsided and uneven radiation. It
also doesn't use a 9-inch long antenna, and so this type of set up has the weakest radiating
power. The Center Mount Way This type of mount is the most common setup and can be used in
almost all vehicles. Pros This type of set up is also very convenient. Being a magnet mount, this
doesn't require you to drill any holes in your vehicle. As the antenna is placed higher than the
previous two types of setup, this gives a much more even radiation. Cons The antenna is very
small and is not as powerful as the 9-inch long antenna. Using longer antennas in this set up is
extremely inconvenient and can damage the roof of your vehicle by colliding with outside
objects frequently. Step 4: Bring It All Together Lastly, you have to connect your radio and the
antenna with the help of a coax cable, and then you are good to go. Conclusion And that is all
the ways in which you can set up a CB radio in your vehicle. Click Here to Leave a Comment
Below 0 comments. Leave a Reply: Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. I chose this method because it keeps your cables protected from being
pinched such as in a situation where the cable is just ran through a door. By following this
method I've been able to successfully install several CB radios in a way that keeps the wires
protected and out of the way of the driver and passengers. I used to have one of those about 30
years ago. Good rig. CB has all but died over here in the UK. Been watching ebay lately.
Thinking of getting a again, but boy, they hold their price lol, even all these years later. They
tend to go for around? Do people still use CB radio a lot? Can you still use a handle or does a
Youtube popup appear asking you to use your real name? It's been a great radio, I've got one in
the house as well hooked up to a transformer to use as a base station. In rural areas it's still
used quite a bit, and truckers still use it quite a bit. Some trucking companies around here
actually buy and install radios for you so if you start driving for them, your truck will probably
already have a radio in it. My family and I use it because the terrain here prevents us from
getting reliable cell phone coverage. I turned my cell phone off altogether because I don't even
get service in my house, and it drops in various places around the county. Because of that, our
CB radios are more reliable, not to mention the fact that there's no monthly bill for using one, :p.
You guys have heard of a recent development called mobile phones? They mean you can talk to
anyone anywhere. Several companies are even developing watches that you can use as a phone
now, anywhere. Mobile phones need dialing and only speak to one recipient unless its a party

call whilst CB and PMR radios just use a PTT button mike and you can broadcast to whomever
is on the same channel. Which is why there are so many accidents on the road these days from
peeps dialing and texting :D. I don't know why they use all that code to be honest. It's just as
easy to say Hello can you hear me? He said that cell phone reception near where he lives is
crap. That would explain why he doesn't want to use a cell phone. All I have to do is reach about
4 inches from the steering wheel where my hand is already at. I realize they're not for
everybody, but I think they're kind of neat, and in our situation, it's more convenient than a cell
phone a lot of the time. You are comparing apples to oranges. They are completely different
beasts with completely different uses! Not to mention the fact that when the power went out
around three years ago here, and was out for a month due to ice, all we had were our cb radios,
and it helped me keep in touch with my family, and help rescurers find people that were
stranded. Cell phones are nice, but they dont work when the towers go offline. CB doesnt
require a powered antenna for local range. I should also add that the power was out for a full 35
days for close to 10k people. Search In. Recommended Posts. Posted March 9, I recorded a
YouTube video of me showing variations of my method on my two vehicles. Link to post Share
on other sites. How much did you pay for yours over there in the US? This thread made me go
watch " Convoy" the film on Youtube :D. It should be a requirement to have such radios around.
Never used a CB myself but I know there is still a fair bit of demand for them. Mainly truckers.
Breaker breaker do you copy? Posted March 10, To the dude posting about mobile phones. This
topic is now closed to further replies. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. An Ofcom investigation
launched in found that for eight years, from , O2 had been double charging some people in their
final bill. Ford is partnering with Google in a new multi-year collaboration. Ford is partnering
with Google in a new multi-year collaboration by Usama Jawad Automotive manufacturer Ford
has recently been working on modernizing its processes and technologies used at the
company. A couple of years ago, it partnered with Volkswagen to share electric and self-driving
vehicle technology. Today, it has announced a multi-year collaboration with Google. In a
Medium post, Ford has stated that it has partnered with Google to form a new group called
"Team Upshift", which consists of employees from both the firms. Together, the two parties will
be working to enhance existing processes using technologies such as computer vision and
machine learning, and also enable data-driven innovations in the future. Naturally, Google
Cloud has been tapped as the strategic cloud provider for this purpose, allowing Ford to
leverage the platform and seamlessly integrate Android services in its network consisting of
connected vehicles. It went on to say that: Some areas in which Ford is looking to improve in
are personalized services, supply chain management, and rapid implementation of business
models. By , the automaker aims to offer Android and other Google services in its cars. The firm
hopes that by using Android Auto, its software engineers will be able to shift focus from OS
development to building unique and engaging digital experiences for customers. Mozilla gives
Hubs an overhaul and brings new features. Mozilla gives Hubs an overhaul and brings new
features by Paul Hill Mozilla has announced a new update for its Hubs project that lets you chat
with your colleagues, friends, and family in a virtual environment in which you can move about.
The service first launched in but has now received one of its biggest updates yet with a new
chat sidebar, a streamlined design on desktop and mobile, and a support forum so you can get
the best experience from Hubs. To remedy this, Mozilla has added a little chat button along the
bottom pane which, when clicked, opens up a sidebar that shows messages from the moment
you joined the hub. In reality, Mozilla has found that the vast majority of those joining Hubs are
visiting from their desktop or mobile devices. To make the experience better, Mozilla has
developed a UI for both desktop and mobile users which makes the service easier to use. For
Hubs Cloud customers, the new interface is set to be released on March 25th. Hubs Cloud
customers can find out more about the changes in the Hubs docs. The final improvement to
Hubs in this update is the ability to ask questions on the Ask a Question forum. By heading over
to Hubs Help you can access a variety of help pages that may solve problems you have, but if
not, you can now ask the community a question and get answers. OnePlus band shows up on
Amazon India and Flipkart ahead of official launch. While the company has not confirmed the
official launch date yet, the OnePlus band has been listed on both Amazon India and Flipkart.
The listing corroborates previous claims that the company plans to launch a fitness band and
not a smartwatch. Furthermore, it also confirms some key features which include sleep tracker,
real-time heart rate monitor, water and dust resistance, exercise modes, and day battery
backup. While OnePlus has stayed away from official IP ratings for its phones in the past, it is
likely that the OnePlus band will carry one. With the band, OnePlus seems to be targeting
fitness enthusiasts but the listing does not mention the presence of an SpO2 blood oxygen
saturation monitor. Moreover, it does not indicate if the band will have notification support as
well or if it will just be a fitness tracker. The fitness band will be made available in India and will

come in a dual-colour style. It's not clear if the firm plans to launch the fitness band outside
India any time soon. If you are interested in checking out the OnePlus band right now, you can
do so by heading over to Amazon India and Flipkart. Amazon is allowing users to subscribe to
updates so that they receive a notification when the band is available for sale. Nuro approved to
become the first driverless delivery service in California. Nuro approved to become the first
driverless delivery service in California by Ather Fawaz Image via Nuro Nuro, the autonomous
delivery startup, has obtained the first-ever approval from the California Department of Motor
Vehicles DMV to launch driverless services in the state. The milestone achievement makes Nuro
the first company to receive approval of this kind, ahead of companies like GM and Amazon
who have only received testing approvals for their bids in the same technology thus far.
Following the approval, Nuro can now start autonomous routine deliveries of food, beverages,
medicine, and other products in California. The firm states that it will soon begin operating
commercially on California roads in two countiesâ€”Santa Clara and San Mateoâ€” near its
headquarters in the Bay Area with an established partner. The company stated in a blog post:
Service will start off with a fleet of Toyota Prius vehicles in fully autonomous mode before the
company eventually deploys its custom-built electric R2 vehicles. Sign In Sign Up. Read more
From all of us here at CB World, we wish you the very best. Contact CB World! CB radios have
long been a mainstay for truckers, but they're also popular with off-roaders, RV owners, and
motorcyclists and hobbyists. CBs are useful in keeping groups of individuals organized and in
contact during events, such as those enjoyed by "wheelers. Also, some drivers still use CBs to
identify speed traps, even though radar detectors have largely taken over that task. Using your
CB could help you find an alternate route in a traffic jam, warn you of road blockages ahead, get
you real-time weather reports and severe weather warnings, and get you assistance for a
mechanical breakdown or medical emergency. On long solo trips, the CB can be the faithful
companion that keeps your interest, making the miles fly by, while also helping you stay awake
and alert. Once you've decided to get a CB radio, selecting one that is within your budget, will
meet your communication needs, and is suitable for your vehicle are preliminary steps that can
affect the CB radio installation , set-up and hook-up. In one way, all CB radios are the same, no
matter what you pay: they come standard with four Watts of power. There are three general
types of radios based on their intended use, including: base stations for a fixed location; mobile
radios for installation on vehicles, and handheld CBs. For the all-in-handset radio, there are only
two options. The popular 75wxst is the only true all-in-handset. Also, the Midland comes with a
mobile adapter that allows it to be used as an all-in-handset radio. No matter what the type,
manufactures distinguish various models of radios by including a variety of features, such as:.
When you've decided what features you need and want in a CB radio, another thing to consider
is the size of the unit. Consider the space you have available in your vehicle for your CB radio
installation. Jeep owners. In addition to size, there are other factors you'll need to consider
when selecting the best location on your vehicle for your CB radio installation. As in real estate,
finding a good location matters. Most important, you'll have to be able to easily reach your
radio's buttons safely while you're driving. That means mounting the radio in or on the dash
might be the best place for accessibility. You could mount it under the car seat, but then you
not only wouldn't be able to reach it easily - you couldn't even see what channel you're on or
any of the other functions. Also, don't mount the radio behind objects such as the steering
wheel that would block your view, or where it will be in the way of the driver, passengers or the
movement of the seats or oops the gearshift. Make sure that the radio would not damage an
airbag that deploys. Some folks mount their radio above the rear view mirror, but then the mic
cord might hang down, distracting the driver. Or, even worse, the mic could spring free, hitting
the driver. So, be sure that you have a good mic mount, such as: an adhesive mic mount ; or a
magnetic mic mount. Be sure to mount your radio in a spot where it won't be rained on, get
grimy, kicked or bumped, or have sodas spilled on it. Also, protect it from the sun, either by
mounting it away from the sun or by making a UV protective cover for it. Last, but not least to
many people, is mounting it where you won't have to disfigure your new or classic car with
unsightly screw holes. Other aesthetics include considering the color of the radio, using a black
mounting bracket for better style, and matching the radio's lighting scheme to your dash colors.
CB Radio Magazine put together a helpful resource including pictures of different mounting
locations. After you've made your purchase and have decided where to place your radio, you're
probably wondering how to install a CB radio. Of course, you can have it professionally
installed by a CB shop, but with simple tools, time and some patience, you can save money by
installing your equipment yourself. Smaller radios can be installed in the dash or with the U
bracket in the box. Vehicles such as Jeeps need a radio with a smaller footprint. Larger radios
need to be installed with the bracket. For a good source for DIN in dash radio mounting
hardware, check out our mounts and brackets page. Also, a lot of people seem to like the hump

mounts. If you do, you risk damaging or destroying your radio! You'll find a great selection of
antennas on our mobile antennas page. If you prefer a low profile antenna, the Walcott short 2
foot antenna that looks about the same as a car antenna is available for motorcycles , pickup
trucks and cars. On a car, the best place is on the middle of the roof - unless you have a
fiberglass car or a sunroof. That way, your roof serves as the antenna's ground plane to provide
good signals in each direction. Other locations, not quite as good, include: your trunk, fender,
bumper or the mirror mounts of an RV or truck. Some of these installations require holes to be
drilled into your roof, trunk or fender, which require rustproofing and weatherproofing. A less
invasive installation can be done using magnetic mounts , but the magnet must be strong
enough to secure the antenna even at highway speeds. The ground plane surface is a major
consideration when deciding where to place your CB antenna. Ideally, the best place is in the
center of your roof. Roof mounted antennas provide the best ground plane and a degree
radiating surface to transmit your signal. However, most people don't want to drill holes in the
center of their roof. The next best location is to mount the antenna on the fender or trunk.
Examine your vehicle to determine the best location for the antenna to be mounted where it will
have the most metal surface to radiate from. Keep in mind that when you mount your antenna
on the edge or side of the vehicle a degree radiating pattern will not be achieved. The
transmission of the signal will be limited on that side of the vehicle. Example: If you mount an
antenna on the front driver side fender, your signal will not transmit well to the front right of the
vehicle where the antenna has no ground plane. The signal will transmit very well to the back
right of the vehicle. To achieve the best performance an antenna mounted in the fender should
be at least six inches over the roof, which enables additional ground plane surface for
transmission. Some antennas, including center- and continuous-loaded antennas don't include
mounting hardware or cable. Others come with complete kits that include: antennas, cable and
hardware. If yours doesn't come with a mounting kit, get stainless steel or weather-coated metal
antenna mounts. There are a variety of mounts available. People use dual antennas because
they co-phase, changing the radiation pattern by forming two overlapping figure eights, thus
increasing transmission strength to the front and back. This is a benefit because CB users
usually want to talk to those in front or behind them rather than to quickly passing oncoming
traffic. When installing two antennas, they should be about six feet apart. Both antennas require
sufficient ground plane, grounding, a sturdy mounting hardware and good quality coax. When
you consider how to hook up a CB radio, be sure to use thickly insulated coaxial cable coated
to protect against the weather, such as the RG or RG cable , and stainless steel or metal
connectors such as the Motorola type or PL which has a large connector. Now, how to wire a
CB radio - that means that you'll need to run your coaxial cable from the antenna to the CB
radio plus provide a source of power to run the radio. How you'll do that depends on your
vehicle. You may need to run cable from the trunk lid through the back seat, then under the
doorframe and window pillar or the dash and firewall. You have a couple of options to provide
power to your CB radio: directly connecting it to the vehicle's battery or using the cigarette aux
plug. Things to consider are making sure to have a fuse in the power line before the vehicle
firewall and ensuring that your CB radio is turned off preferably automatically when the car isn't
running. For instance, using a cigarette plug may allow the power to be always on, quickly
draining the battery. Connect the red wire directly to the positive side of the battery or to a
connection on the fuse box that is always on. Any other location with good electrical contact
will also work. To complete your antenna installation, you need to do a CB radio setup, and the
logical first step is to use an SWR meter. An SWR meter, whether built-in or in a separate unit,
will also help you determine where to mount your antenna. If you have a separate SWR meter or
other devices between your radio and antenna, you need to use a coaxial cable jumper. Your
goal is to bring the SWR ratio as close to as possible, and you can move your antenna around
until you locate the best spot to install it on your vehicle. Move your vehicle to a spot with no
obstructions. Calibrate your meter according to the instructions, and test the SWR by pressing
the key on channel 1 and then channel Note that a reading of over can damage your CB's
health. Check out our video below on tuning a number of different types of antennas. This video
also illustrates what to do if your antenna is too long or too short. You can save a lot of money
by installing your own CB on your motorcycle using common tools you probably already have.
You'll need an inexpensive CB antenna such as the Midland that's designed for motorcycles, as
well as a place to mount it on the rear end of your bike. Also, don't forget about the in-helmet
headset. The customer is using the with the mobile adapter. The mount and antenna were
installed on the passenger side front fender. The customer reports, "Installing on the Hyundai
Santa Fe required some bending of the bracket and even then it will result it some hood contact.
If the mount was slightly thinner this would be avoided. You could always ask a knowledgeable
friend if one's available. If you don't have anyone available to you can look for additional

information in our technical library. About Us. Store Links. Customer Service. Get advice, hear
about specials, and much more when you follow us on social media! Do you have questions?
My Account. Track My Order s Anti-bot validation. Sign in Register Email Address. Password
Forgot your password? Register for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me.
Cart Checkout Cart Checkout Cart is empty. Cart is empty. View Cart. By Type. By Brand. By
Vehicle. Antenna Parts and Accessories. Microphone Parts and Accessories. Radio Parts.
Choosing a Radio In one way, all CB radios are the same, no matter what you pay: they come
standard with four Watts of power. No matter what the type, manufactures distinguish various
models of radios by including a variety of features, such as: NOAA - The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration provides up-to-date weather reporting, and some radios can
receive local NOAA stations. RF Gain - allows you to adjust the radio's reception sensitivity. It
acts as a filter to eliminate background radio noise from weaker signals to allow more clarity for
stronger signals. It's especially useful with the heavy radio traffic in urban areas. Squelch Another way to control reception is squelch, which is included on almost all radios. You use
squelch control to eliminate the background static noise between transmissions, while still
permitting stronger signals to get through. Public Address PA - You can use radios with this
feature as a transmitter for public address systems with the CB radio, a mic and a mounted
public address horn. You've heard these hopefully only on TV when the police officer says over
the PA: "Step away from your vehicle! Back lit Display - Like on your TV remote control, buttons
are much easier to see at night when they are back lit, so this is a convenient feature to have on
the CB radio. Where should I mount my CB radio? Installing a CB Radio with Mounting
Hardware After you've made your purchase and have decided where to place your radio, you're
probably wondering how to install a CB radio. Here's a video that explains how to install a CB
radio in a Jeep:. Customer Service About your order Wishlist Comparison list. Shop With
Confidence. Enter your email to receive special offers and news! Email Address. Disclosure: As
an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. This means that at no cost to you, we
may earn a small commission for qualifying purchases. It is a true fact that there is an increase
in the number of the trucker-oriented apps. But, there still exists a void when the in-route apps
for communication are concerned. A deserving option for the emergency communication
between the truckers, this one is a worthy choice. You will be able to communicate easily with
anyone without the use of numbers. The CB Radios have certainly not lost their charm in these
present days. They can still be used for the emergency communications. But, the question still
arises that how far do CB Radios work? Before knowing that, you need to know about the
installation and working of the CB Radios. For emergency communications, the smaller
antennas are the best shot. You can even use these antennas on motorcycles. Now that you
know about the installation, it is time to know how to use the technology. You will get to know
how CB Radios work in here. One of the most popular channels is You will be receiving codes
for different channels. Be prepared for that. The CB Radio has a total of 40 channels for you. So
make sure that you know about the codes. We hope that this piece of information was useful to
you in knowing how to install and operate CB Radios and how far do CB Radios work.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. How To Guides. David
Radios January 15, Source from: WiKi. David Radios The Jeep is the only true American sports
car. You might also like. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. But before you can do that you have to
find a place in the car to mount the radio. So you walk out to your car and you stare at the
dashboard, you stare at the center console, you look in the glove box and you even look
underneath the seats. But when you want to install a large CB radio in a compact pickup or a
small sedan it does take a bit of planning. Long word but simple meaning. Can you reach the
radio? A CB radio has knobs, switches and lots of other fun controls located on the front. You
need to be able to reach these controls easily and without taking your eyes off of the road. Once

upon a time I knew a guy who mounted a radio underneath his drivers seat. His thinking was
that it was out of the way and no one would see it to steal it. He was right on both accounts, but
he seemed to forget that a big part of using a CB is knowing what channel you are on, and
unless you only ever plan to run one channel you need to be able to see your channel display.
The best installs for visibility allow the driver to glance quickly at the radio and be able to read
and mentally record all of the current settings of the radio. Take into consideration sunlight
glare, shadows, and even other objects such as a stick shift or steering wheel that may inhibit
your view of the radio. I used to love to mount my CB radios underneath the glove box in the
passenger side footwell area. At least is seemed that way until I got a girlfriend. After she
banged her shins a couple of times on my prized radio I realized something had to change
quickly to protect both the radio and my relationship. Often we may find the perfect place to
mount a radio only to later find that it gets in the way every chance it gets. It was a beautiful
install and had great accessibility and visibility. He changed his install really quick. Great place,
easy to reach and seemed out of the way â€” until the day I took a fast corner and the mike
slipped out of the mike clip and clocked me in the face. Seems like a silly precaution, but many
radios die an early death due to dust, dirt, grime and moisture. If you mount a radio too close to
a door it may get rained or snowed on as you get in and out of the vehicle. Many people mount
in the center console area, but that also is where most people put their fast food and drinks;
leaving open the possibility that your super size cola could be the potential killer of your fancy
export radio. And if you live in a hot dry climate make sure to mount your radio in a location that
will keep it out of the sun and cool. Yes â€” many of you would put this as the 1 on the list, but
to me function always comes before form. While having a good useful mounting location is
important I do recognize that we all love our vehicles and often treat them better than we treat
ourselves. Although not a great location due to high theft visibility and dashboard heat, some
people choose to mount on top of the dash for high visibility and accessibility. Many vehicles
have small compartments built into the dash in different locations. Some drivers like to have
their radio mounted above the rear view mirror semi truck style , but this requires drilling and a
solid mount to prevent the radio from falling on your head later. Mounting on the glove box
itself can work, a lot of people will use super strong velcro for mounting which often can work
very well with smaller radios and also allows the easy removal of the radio without drilling any
holes. Side mounting to the dash center console is one of my favorites. In the example below
the radio has been mounted to the side of the center console. This one is another of my
favorites â€” if you have a good size center console, try mounting at the rear of the console. It
requires a turn of the head for visibility but it definitely is out of the way of the drivers. Note that
the driver has installed a special microphone jack to the left of the radioâ€¦.. Another way to
mount a radio is on a pedestal mount â€” you can design your own or buy a pre-fabricated one.
Small radios are the easiest to install and can fit in the many nooks and crannies of your dash.
Another of the side console mountings, notice the SWR meter in the coin tray. Now there will
come a time when you buy a big radio and begin to add the extra amplifiers, bird meters, and
other fancy equipment. Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Mounting a CB in the
vehicle So you went out and bought that brand new radio. As well as the CB Radio itself you are
going to need things like a DIN plate or mounting bracket, a CB Aerial, Coaxial cable, Aerial
mount, power lead plus things like a power drill, screwdrivers and possibly a set of spanners.
CB Radios come in a range of sizes and if you are looking for a clean, easy installation and have
the right kind of dashboard furniture then a DIN plate kit is the ideal. Use a flat head screwdriver
of pry bar to remove the relevant panels taking care to look out for any screws that may be
holding equipment in. If you are removing an existing Car Radio you will need to remove the
antenna and speaker wires from the rear of the radio and may need to re-utilise the factory ISO
kit that the original radio was mounted with. A less complex arrangement might be to use a
standard mounting bracket which many CB Radios are supplied with. It means that you can
make adjustments to the CB Radio without your hand being to far from the steering wheel when
driving. Fixing the mounting bracket should be achieved by using the bracket as a template to
mark out where screw holes should be drilled in the underside of the dashboard using a power
drill. You can then screw the mounting plate into position then use the supplied thumb screws
to fit the CB Radio to the bracket. An alternative location would be to side-mount your CB lower
down near the gear lever where it can be accessed with your free arm arm when driving. The
bracket will need to be drilled into the gear lever housing and can be easier when wanting to
remove the CB Radio from the car when not in use. If only using your CB Radio occasionally,
simply resting the CB Radio on top of the dashboard can be achieved using a non-slip mat or
folded hand towel beneath it to reduce the risk of it slipping around when cornering. This is not
the ideal and can be a problem if turning sharply as the Radio could slip along the dashboard if
cornering a
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t higher speeds. Installing a CB Radio in your Car. Installing the CB Radio CB Radios come in a
range of sizes and if you are looking for a clean, easy installation and have the right kind of
dashboard furniture then a DIN plate kit is the ideal. Mounting Brackets A less complex
arrangement might be to use a standard mounting bracket which many CB Radios are supplied
with. Side Mounting your CB Radio An alternative location would be to side-mount your CB
lower down near the gear lever where it can be accessed with your free arm arm when driving.
Temporary Set Ups If only using your CB Radio occasionally, simply resting the CB Radio on
top of the dashboard can be achieved using a non-slip mat or folded hand towel beneath it to
reduce the risk of it slipping around when cornering. We are a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program and other potential affiliate networks , an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.

